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At the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh plenary sessions of its

40th i,_eting, the Executive Committee examined the proposed program and

budget of the Pan &nerican Health Organization for 1961 (Official Doc_ent

No. 28 and Document CE40/3), prepared by the Director of the Pan American

Sanitary Bureau.

The Director presented to the Executive Com_nitteesome considerations

of a general nature on the afore-mentioned proposed program and budget, in

this respect, he recalled that a preliminary draft of the proposed budget,

_aountir_ to $4,500,000 for program activities, was presented to the XI

I'_etin8of the uirecting Council for its consideration. This represented

an increase of 9.76 per cent with reference to 1960, and an additional

_o_lt of _300,000 was proposed for the Working Capital Fund, in accordance

with _aoluttons adopted previously by the Governing Bodies in this connec-

tion,
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The Council, in J_solution XXVI, pointed out that although the

preliminary draft comprised well-conceived and much needed health projects,

greater emphasis should be given to environmental sanitation activities.

Also, having heard the opinions of several delegations that the dif-

ficulty their countries were having in meeting their quota assessments

forced them regretfully to insist that there be no increases in the pro-

gram for 1961, the Council resolved to take note of the aforesaid provisional

draft and instructed the Director, in preparing his proposed program and

budget for that year, and in his consultation _lth the governments on

this matter, to give due consideration to the recommendations expressed

by the various delegations with regard to the content and level of the

budget. In accordance with the Council's instructions, the zone represen-

tatives were requested to keep in mind constantly the problem of budgetary

limitations in their consultations _th Member Governments. As the result

of these consultations, and of personal interviews held by the Director,

he has reached the conviction that the governments consider the projects

included in the preliminary draft to be essential and that the govern-

ments are willing to endorse and support such an increase. Furthermore,

an appreciable number of requests, amounting to over $2,000,000, cannot

be met even with the proposed increase. The Director, therefore, has

deemed it his duty to present a draft program and budget at the same

level as that foreseen in the aforementioned preliminary draft.

As for the nature of the 1961 program, he pointed out that, beside

the normal development of activities in the fields of control and eradi-

cation of communicable diseases, strengthening of basic public health
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services, and education and training_ he would like to single out for

special mention certain equally basic public health activities which the

Organization had not previously been able to carry out because of limited

resouzces. Among these are the expansion of nutrition work through the

appointment of new advisers, medical care activities through the desig-

nation of a regional consultant, the intensification of tuberculosis and

environmental sanitation programs, in accordance Mlth the recommendations

of the Governing Bodies, an_ the appointment of a mental health consultant

for the purpose of meeting increased demands from countries for this

kind of service.

General Comments

New Organizational Structure of the Pan _erican Sanitary Bureau

In response to a request, a chart showirg the present organization
!/

of the Bureau's services was presented. Under this structure, the Director,

;hile he continues to assume the responsibilities assigned to him by the

Constitution an_ the Governing Bodies_ has delegated direct administrative

and supervisory functions in the Bureau's activities, so as to allo_! him

the necessary time for over-all direction of the Organization's work and

for liaison with the Governing Bodies_ the ;_ember Governments, and the

other international organizations related directly or indirectly %_Lthpublic

health activities in the Hemisphere. Public Information, including Visual

Aids, is the only office answerable to him directly. The functions

related to field programs are now under the direc_ supervision of

the Assistant Director and those related to planning, the

establishment of standards, the evaluation methods, etc., are

-1_/see Annex
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under the Secretary General° As a result, the six zones offices and the

E1 Paso Field Office come under the former, as does INCAP and the Pan

&aerican Zoonoses and Foot-and-Mouth Disease Centers. The Division of

Administration is also under the Assistant Director since the greater

portion of its work is related to field programs. To this Division,

which comprised the Management and Personnel, Finance and Budget, General

Services, and Supply Branches, has been added a Conference and Publica-

tions Branch, which carries out most of the activities of the former

information and Publications Branch.

Under the Secretary General are the Divisions of Public Health

and of Education and Training, as well as the Repcrts Office. The Divi"

sion of Public Health is comprised of the Communicable Diseases Branch

(including the Epidemiology and Statistics Section), the Environmental

Sanitation Branch, the Health Promotion Branch, and the Malaria _radica~

tion Office. The Division of Education and Training comprises the Fel-

lowships Branch and the Professional Education Branch; to the latter have

been added the Library and the office of the ScientiSic Editor.

The members of the Committee took not_ of the structure

a:%_.rese6te_and requested that they be kept informed of any new change

that may be introduced in the organizational chart.

Decentral_Z_$i_on.o__f_iy.vi.i_ties

At the time the items related to the zone offices were discussed,

several members of the Committee referred to the cost of operating those

offices, the extent to which the functions have been decentraSiz_.d,al._.
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the advantages this decentralization repi_esents for the Member Govermzents.

MentioH' ' was made that it 'might Bo advisable to consider a possible

reduction in the zone offices, by appointing a larger number of consultants

or representatives in each country. It was pointed out that during the

past few years the Organization has followed a marked trend toward decen-

tralization, as reflected in the fact that in 1958, 44 per cent of the

expenditures were for headquarters, whereas this percentage decreased to

39 per cent in 1959. At the same time, the portion for field programs

increased from 49 to 56 per cent from 1958 to 1959. After some discus-

sion on th_s matter, the Committee adopted a resolution requesting the

Director to prepare a study on the financial and technical aspects of the

present system of decentralization and submit it to the Executive Com-

mittee for consideration and appropriate action.

Relation between Salaries of International and Logal Staff

In examining the budgetary items connected with the Zone I Office,

in Caracas, the Committee asked why there are secretaries' salaries which

are higher than that of the accounting and budget o£ficer. In reply, it

_s pointed out that under the United Nations scheme, salaries of locally

recruited personnel are net, while internationally recruited personnel

receive, in addition to salary, certain allowances, such as post-adjustment

(for differences in living costs in various places), dependents' allowances

(e.g. for wife and children), a_signment allowance (in lieu of transporta-

tion of household goods). As a result of these allowances, the total remuner-

ation of the internationally recruited staff is generally in a proper relation-

ship to that of the local staff, in the b_dget document the salary is sho_m
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opposite the post and allowances are shown as a seMarate item. However,

it should be borne in mind that the salaries of locally recruited person-

nel are computed in their entirety for pension purposes, while for inter-

national staff only basic salary, plus 5 per cent, is taken into considera-

tion. Therefore, it can happen that the pension which a local staff member

receives on retirement may be higher than that received by an international

staff member, despite his higher grade. This problem is under study by

_ special committee of the United Nstions.

WH___0lje_lar Budget

Several members of the Committee called attention to the fact that

the estimates contained in the FHO regular budget for the Hegion of the

_nericas for 1961 represented an increase of only 4_1 per cent over 1960.

One delegate pointed out that a large part of the WHO budget increase had

to go for the neu building and that_ with other demands on the budget,

only a limited amount of the increase could be available for the regions.

Tho Committee was informed that, because of the existence of the Pan

American Health Organization, and the generous contributions of some

M_mber Governments to the Special Malaria Fund, the f,aericas have an

advantage as compared with that of the other _tHO regions. Nevertheless,

the portion of the ¥_0 regional budget which this Region receives is

comparable to that of other Regions. In this connection, tho Director

reported that he had requested the Director-General to increase the

budget for program in the _tegionof the _ericas for 1962 by at least

10 pe_'cent, and that he is hopeful that this increase _ill be obtadneS.
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_ec!mical Assistance Furds

The Committee expressed its concern o_er the trend toward a reduc-

tion in the funds of the United Nations Technical Assistance Program

assigned to public health activities, particularly in view of the fact

that the estimates for 1961 for the Region of the Americas represent a

decrease of 4.74 per cent as compared to 1960. In this respect, it was

pointed out that the Director had forwardsd a communication to the Member

Governments requesting thela to make a study of the health projects to be

included in the Technical Assistance Progrmn for 1962, and sent them a

copy of Resolution IX adopted by the Directing Council at its XI I,_eting,,

_hereby the Director was requested to approach the Ministries of Health

and of Foreign Affairs of the Member Goverr_nents for the purpose of having

them, at the level of their National Technical Assistance Beards, strive

to expand the public health programs. In the long run the proportion of

TQchnical Assist_uce funds devot_edto l_alth _,lthineach country deperz_son

the vigor with which the health authorities of the _tsmberCountries press

their case before these Boards. After careful study of this matter, the

Committee adopted a resolution requesting the Director, in approaching the

Member Governments of the Organization, to call attention to the reductions

in the funds of the United Nations Technical Assistance Program which have

occurred in the last few years with respect to public health activities,

am to invite them, at the same time, to give these activities the priority

they merit when plannJingtheir national Technical Assistance requests.
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Small_ Eradication_

With reference to the smallpox eradication projects, attention was

called to the persistence of this problem in some areas. Various factors,

such as difficulties with regard to production, control, preservation and

transportation of vaccines, as well as different social circumstances, have

a bearing on this problem. A large part of the former difficulties have been

overcome and the extinction of this disease in the Hemisphere is nearing

reality. In this connection, it was pointed out that it would be advisable

for the Organization, in the assignment of funds, to give preference to

this kind of program in the countries that have already made a great effort

in this regard, in order to help them reach a definitive solution. Stress

was also laid on the advisability of establishing criteria governing the of-

ficial declaration that smallpox has been eradicated in a country. The Di-

rector stated that, on the basis of the resolution adopted on this subject by

the Directing Council at its last meeting, contact has been established with

the WHO for the purpose of establishing uniform criteria. It is hoped that

it will be possible to present a concrete formula in this respect at the

next meeting of the Directing Council.

During the discussion of project Brazil-38, the representative of

Brazil said that the Ministry of Health in his country has great interest in

eradicating smallpox. The Oswaldo Cruz Institute had in 1959 succeeded in

increasing the production of ]jmph for smallpox vaccine from 4,000,000 to

lO,O00,O00 doses, and at the same time improved the quality of the vaccine.

In addition, the laboratory in Rio Grande do Sul is producing lyophilized

vaccine on a small scale. He expressed his appreciation for all the col-

laboration given by the Organization in this work.
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_A"_esae_:yoti

The Director stressed the fact that the A_ede___sae_____ eradication

program is still one of the basic programs of the PAHO. It was estab-

lizhed in 1947 by decision of the Governing Bodies and has been in con'

tinnous operation for 13 years. It can be affir_aed that, in terms of

territorial area, 80 per cent of the pre-established objective has been

attained. In 1959 Guatemala and Honduras declared their territories z_ee

of A_des aec!!. Colombia and E1 Salvador have completed their programs;

only the formality of the official declaration is pending. Costa Rica and

Chile are in the final phase of the program. Venezuela and the Caribbean area

in general are well advanced in their programs. The problem has been reduced

considerably in Mexico. And in 1959, the Government of Cuba decided to under-

take an eradication campaign and will assign to it a sum of one million dollars

annually. Also_ at the meeting of the Mexico-United States Border _blic Health

Association held recently, the Surgeon General of the United States and the

Secretary of Health and Welfare of Mexico exchanged views on this matter.

The Bureau has given impetus to the programs in operation and the go-

vernments show a constant interest in them. In order to protect the areas

where _A. ae__ has been eradicated, the Bureau makes available advisory

services on the best measures to avoid reinfestation_ although the Best

protection of course, will be the successful conclusion of the campaign

throughout the Hemisphere. Approximately $_15,OOO has been set aside in

the proposed budget for 1961 for the ae__ti eradication campaign.
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During the discussion by members of the Committee, it was pointed

out that Colombia has completed its campaign, with only certain investiga-

tions yet to be undertaken in the border area of Cucuta in order to be

able to dec]are the country free of _A._ae_gyloti.It is expected that this

declaration will be made during the XII Meeting of the Directing Council.

It was also reported that, to protect the country against the risk of

reinfestation, agreements were signed with the countries bordering on

Colombia. Funds assigned to date for the campaign against _A. _ae_g2_ti

will be transferred, on completion of this campaign, to anti-trypanosomiasis

activities e

Filaria_3i

In reply to queries r_ _d on project Ai'_E(_232(Fi]ar_asis), it was

stated that, although the project r_.fers to all of Zone I, only limited

provision has been made for fellcwshipa h_cause the consultant who is

studying the problem has not yet submitted his report. The consultant

will indicate in which country it is more advisable to start the project

and, logically, this is the place to begin the fellowship program.

However, if there should be more than or_Q well-qualifled c_ndidate , it

would be possible to grant more fellcwships under the general

fellowship program of PAHO.

Trepcnematoses Eradication

The Committee noted with satisfaction ti_e progress made in the

ya_s eradication projects under way in the different count, les.

It was pointed out that the team provided for in project _RO-lbO has a
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dual purpose: to ascertain the prevalence of this disease in some coun-

tries, as for example the Central American countries, where the extent of

the problem is not _mll known, and to confirm the status of the eradica-

tion programs in Ecuador and Colombia, as well as in Haiti and the Domird.can

Republic, whose programs are already in the advanced phase. Evaluation will

also be made of the programs in Trinidad and the other islands of the Carib-

bean.

In this connection, the representative of Colcmbia stated that it

was important for his country that this evaluation team begin to operate

at once, since extensive work for yaws eradication has been carried out

_long the entire Pacific coast, and particularly the Choco region, and

these are areas through which the Pan American Highway is to run in the

near future.

_dieal Educatio_n

The study of project Haiti-19 led to various observations ar_l com-

ments on medical education. In ans_0jerto a question as to why a project

in so important a field was being reduced, the Secretariat explained that

the project was initiated in 1955 after a visit by a WHO staff member,

followed by a committee meeting in Haiti _ith the collaboration of ICA,

the U.S. Public Health Service, and the Rockefeller Foundation, along with

PAH0/_HO staff. Subsequently a long range plan of operations was developed

and araagreement signed with the Organization. A visiting physiology profes-

sor was sen_ and several fellowships were awarded.
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In 1959 the interested Government again requested the visit of

consultants to the country to revise the plan since it was clear that

the rate of development which had been foreseen could not be maintained.

There is, at present, a plan under study which it is envisaged will be

developed more gradually than the previous one. For this reason it has

been decided to eliminate the post of one of the visiting professors.

The Director emphasized the importance given by the Organization to the

problem of professional training of physicians. The scope of activities carried

out in this field is limited only by the availability of fm_ds in the budget.

With those available at ;,_-e_ent,stress is laid as much as possible on

assistance in the teaching of preventive medicine so as to give to the

future physician an outlook that may be in accord with the social function

hc is to perform. The Director added that, if more funds were available,

more emphasis would be given to the Bureau' s collaboration in the develop-

ment of the basic branches of medicine and tillswouUd extend to the entire

process of medical education. The Director recalled that at the XI Meetin_

of the DirectingCouncil he had suggested the advisability of creati_ a

s,cc!al fu_ for medical education activities, to which contributions could

bo made by private individuals and institutions and by official agencies,

aside from ministries of public health. To date, the necessary infmm_ation

has been compiled and a study made of the manner in w}_ichcontributions

could be obtained for this activity, which is of transce_lental importance

for the Bureau with respect to the future.
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Sever_l representatives called attention to the importance of the

Buz-eau's assistance in medical education activities and agreed with the

uirector in his affirmation that, insofar as possible, the Bureau should

not be restricted to merely supporting a single facet of that activity but

should support the activity as a whole and cooperate so that the physioian

of the fut,ire may acquire an attitude in keeping with the development of

F_blic health. The geed results of the Organization's work in this field

_ve been neted in several countries and it is to be hoped that the activity

may be continued and expanded as much as possible.

The Con_nittee expressed its satisfaction with the Director's state-

ments regarding the work carried out in connection with the project for the

creation of a special fund for medical education and also expressed the

hope Lhat he may be able to report at future meetings on contributions to

that furzt.

Radioloqical Health

Explanations were requested on tl_e addition of a second z-adiolojical

health officer assigned to the Division of Public Health. In this connection,

the Director stated that the Bureau had been in direct or indirect c_ntact with

1SC experts in this field to eccupy the first post of radiologlcal

health officer approved by the Directing Council in 1957, but that it had not

been able to fill the vacancy because of the competitive demand for qualified

personnel. As a res,llt_ through a competitive selection amore the Bureauts

medical officers, the former chief of the Fello_mhips Branch was chosen _nd he
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is now completing his training at the University of Rochester in the U.S.A.

After that, he will participate in field activities for three or four months

and will be ready to assume his functions toward the end of ttLis year. The

Director has reached the conclusion that the first activity the _AHO

should undertake in the field of radiation is fundamentally related to the

hazards to health through extensive use of X-rays. As a result, it is

deemed advisable to have available the services of a health physi0ist

specialized in tho_e matters who could collaborate in all the _ctivities

related to ionizing radiation. The Committee was also informed that the

Organization has, with respect to these matters, been in touch with the

Inter-American Nuclesu'Energy Commission of the OAS, ac _ell as _Ath the

Atomic Energy Commission of the United Stat_.s. In addition, the World Health

Organization has relations with the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Through these contacts duplication of ,ffort can be avoided.

.Me_n_talHealth

In the study of project Vei_zuela-2 (Mental Health) the question was

raised as to whether the consultant assigned to it is the same ene who _Jorks

at headquarters. The reply was to the effect that the officer referred to is

not the Headquarters consultant but a special consultant _o will spend two

months in the country to study mental health problems. The headquarters

consultant is responsible for the over-all mental health program and is

therefore unable to remain in any one country for extended periods.
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Chronic Disease_s

In studying project Uruguay-16, the Secretariat reported that the

Goverm_ent of that country has shown increased interest in chronic

diseases, as a result of the decrease in co_nunicable diseases. So_._e50

per cent of the deaths in Uruguay are due to diseases in the older age

groups. It is therefore necessary to carry out a detailed study on chronic

diseases_ particularly cancer and the cardiovascular diseases. The

problem in Uruguay is very different from that encountered in other countrie,'

of the He_lisphere, since over 75 per cent of the population reside in urbap

zones e

The Committee expressed satisfaction over the fact that the Bureau

has initiated activities in tlJis field.

Eny_onme ntal Sa_.nit__ati_..qon

Surprise was exloressedthat the prcgram for sewage and stremn

pollution x_as so small in view of the Organization's interest in expanc,ed

_ork in environmental sanitation. In reply it was noted that the bulk of

environmental sanitation work was carried out by the zone m_ project

en_ineers and that this specific tu'ol'ran_,like the ones on Food Sanitation

and Garbage Disposal_ was planned to explore the field and to stimulate the

interest of the Government_ in this problem.
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Furthermore, the Director noted that,in total, a substantial portion of

the program and _dget was planned for environmental sanitation, involving

.)143,150 for specific projects, more than (_250,000 for the sanitation

portion of integrated health projects, plus the efforts of the headquarters

and zone engineering staff. To the foregoing should be added the generous

contribution made by the Government of the United States, amounting to

()200,000, for community water supply development. Collaboration x_ith

governments in this field will include advisory services of experts in

the administrative, financial, legal, and technical aspects, fello_ships

and other trai,.ing facilities for national engineers, and the hol¢_ing

of seminars for engineers of both the public health services and the

public works services.

In the discussion of project AM_tO-62, it ;fas reported that the

activities to be carried out in collaboration with the Intei-_merican

Housing Center, estab!ished in Bogota, would cover all aspects of both

urban housing and rural housing, _th special emphasis on the latter.

_ith respect to project _J_t0-235,Food Sanitation, the Committee

stressed the importance of such projects. It was explained that the

consultant provided for this project will be responsible for studying

municipal food sanitation pi'ocedures and for preparing a guide for the

drafting of legislation on this subject and for establishing inspection
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standards ar_ procedt_es, to the end that the governments may review and

bring up to date their own legislation. This is a new function and. it is

to be hoped that the standards set by the consultant will be of value te

the programs of integrated public health services in which the Bureau

collaborate s.

The Committee was also informed that the Ifanual on Sanitation

Standards for Tourist Centers will be published in the near future.

AdIministrative Methods and Procedures in _tblic Health

The Con_;:itteeexpressed interest in learning of the activities

connected with administrative methods and procedures, since in the majori-

ty of the countries problems of this nature pose obstacles to the work of

the public health services.

The Director recalled that the Directing Council_ at its meeting,

in 1957, approved a resolution authorizing the Pan American Sanitary

Bureau to undertake cooperative activities with the governments in this

field. The Organization, he added, had already started such activities in

that year in the malaria eradication field because, shortly after the start of

this program, Members Gover_nents realized that some of their most far'reach-

i_ problems were essentially of an administrative character. It lmtghtwell

be that countries of the Americas waste very large amounts of money because of

administrative deficiencies. It is met the fault of the personnel, because

they have not been offered the same training opportunities as those provided

to the experts in the biological disciplines. Therefore_ the Organization
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considered that the way to meet the problem was to establish, within each

country_ training facilities for the majority of administrators, with

training abroad for those in the higher echelon.

From this starting point, in 1959 the Chief, Administrative

Management and Personnel Branch, carried out a survey on the public health

administrations in several countries. He has this far visited the countables

of Zone III and Zone VI. In the ten countries visited up to the present,

the ministers and national directors of health felt that the proble_u

was of such importance that advisory services and training were urgently

needed. In developing the program contact has been maintained from the

very first with the United Nations Department of Public A&_inistration

in order to avoid duplication of effort. The Director also reported that

a seminar has been organized for National Directors of Health and

Administrative Chiefs of the six countries of Central America and Panama.

The seminar will take place in November 196C at San Jos_, Costa Hica in the

School of Advanced Administrative Studies for Central America and Panama.

The usual system will be adopted of sending a consultant to make

a prior visit to each of the countries, to gather data on the organ_zation

and methods used, and the seminar will be devoted to analyzing the

administra%ive problems inherent to the national and local public health

services of this area.

The Organization is certain that these activities will arouse

increasing interest in the six countries and that the report of the con-

sultant will clarify the specific conditions in each country for establishing
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its o;m school for the training of personnel. In some countries of Latin

America the teaching of administration is carried out by the Schools of

Economics and, in others, the Law Schools. The Organization believes it

necessary to utilize professors in public administration_ as well as

professors in public health as such.

El. Paso Field 0ffice

The representatives of lv_xicoand the United States stressed the

unostentatious but very effective work being carried out by the E1 Paso

Field Office. The border between the two countries extends for 2,000 miles,

and last year there were at least 77 million crossings, which obviously

aggravates public health problems. They also called attention to the

importance of the activities of the U.S.-Mexico Border Public Health As-

sociation, _hose success is due, in large measure, to the work of the

E1 Paso Field Office. As an example of the excellent coordination established

between the public health services on both sides of the border, mention

was made of the recent outbreak of rabies which vms rapidly brought under

control through the efforts of the respective national and local authorities

and the cooperation of that Office.

Int__e?countrv_ Project_

Several delegations expressed interest in the criteria used in

developing intercountry as distinct from country projects. It _as noted

that in certain areas the geographic, linguistic, and cultural conditions

may favor the development of intercountry projects. It _lasalso noted
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that in Zone III, for example, because of geographic features and

the fact that the same language is spoken throughout the zone, conditions

are particularly conducive to intercountry collaboration, which explains

_Jhythere are eleven such projects there. In other zones, Such as Zone I

and Zone II, the problem is very different since the countries comprising

them are widely separated geographically and several languages may be spoken.

In this connection, it was pointed out that there is no policy reason why,

un_er appropriate circumstances, a country outside a zone may not be invited

to participate in a project in that zone.

B_2ole_n..qf.thePan _AmericanSanitary _Burea_u

The Committee stressed the importance of the PASB Bgoleti_nas a

source of information for the public health service personnel thl-oughout

the Hemisphere. In this connection, the Committee reco_aended that in the

future a section be carried in the B_golet_____nthat would give wide covez'age

to the meetings of the Governing Bodies, the activities of the Organization,

and its relationship to other international agencies in the _ericas.

The Committee was informed that although the budget shows a slight

reduction in the amount for the Bolet_!inthe fact that possibly it will be

published in the future cuts!de the United States_ at reduced cost, will

allow increase in its-size and press-run.

Wo rkinmCap!ta!__Fur_

The Comnittee carefully studied the Froposed contribution from the

regular budget of $300,000 to the Working Capital Fund, pursuant to the
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resolution adopted on this subject by the Directiz_ Council. It was

pointed out that, even with the transfer to the Fund of the surplus fron

the previous fiscal year_ the Fund does not reach even half the authorizod

level of '.ii_2,460,000for 1960.

Several members of the Cm.mittee _.'pressedconcern over the fact

that additional mnounts would have to be assigned in future years to the

aforesaid Fund, if there is no improvement in the collection of pendi_

quota paDaents, In this connection, stress was laid on the need for the

i_mber Governments to _uake every possible effort to _ake payment of their

quotas, which would make it possible to raise the Fund to the established

leve 1.

i

Recommendations
, , ,

The C,mmittee accepted the various parts cf the propesed Program

and Budget as constituting an adequate and satisfactory whole. The

members of the Committee agreed that the budget level proposed for 1951

was necessary for the proper development of the Pan American Health

Organization and the Committee recommends its adoption to the Directing

Council.

On the ether han_, the Committee expressed concern relative te

future increases in view ef the need to respect the limitations in the

financial capacity of governments. It was recognized, nevertheless, that
!

_he program and budget ef the PAHO could not be static in the face ef the

_bonstantly expanding interest of governments in solving public health

_0roblems. The Committee, therefore, recon_nends that the Director keep

these twe facters in mind in preparing future programs and budgets.
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